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*Phone and Tablet Not Included
and for Demonstration OnlyHeavy-Duty Security Floor Stand

with DUAL Goosenecks for Phone and Tablets
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**Phone Not Included
   For illustration purposes only 
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1. Installing the Wheels
Instructions: 

1A. Take one wheel (E) and align it to 
the leg arm holes on the underneath of 
the base (H). Initially you can use your 
hands and manually rotate the wheel 
until slightly tightened. Then use the 
provided wrench tool (B) at the hex 
shaped area and rotate it securely to 
tighten the rest of the way.
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2. Attaching Base to Body
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2A. Align the bottom of pole body (D) to 
the top center of the base (H). While 
pieces are connected, securely flip 
over so you can see the bottom. Align 
washer (C) to the hole on the bottom. 
Using your hands, identify L-shaped 
component (F) and rotate through the 
washer into the hole until securely 
tightened. Pole body and base should 
now be securely attached to each 
other. 

2A. Press the wheel lever up or down to 
place wheels in locked or unlocked mode 
depending if you want to be in a mobile or 
stationary setup. Make sure you adjust all 
wheels at the same time or it won’t properly 
be set up.
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3. Installing Components Together

3A. Take dual joint component (A) and using 
your hands rotate it onto the very top of the 
main body pole where the male adapter is 
until securely attached. Then take either of 
the goosenecks G, I) and rotate it onto the 
joint component until securely fastened. 
Repeat for both goosenecks as illustrated to 
the left. 

4A.Rotate to loosen 4B.Raise or lower metal pole to desired 
height. Rotate opposite direction to tighten 
and secure height. 

5A.Insert Key into lock at the back of the holder. Rotate 
counter clockwise to unlock, pull back the key and keylock 
so the holder becomes free. Extend arms to opn to fit tablet 
at corners. Insert tablet into holder, retract holder arms 
around corners until snug fit. Push forward key with key lock 
back into the holder. Then rotate key clockwise to tighten.

1.Attach phone holder to the end 
of the ball joint. Apply some 
force and it should snap onto 
each other. 

4. Adjusting Pole Height 5.Placing Tablet into Security Holder

Setting Up Phone Holder

2. Adjust the tilt to preferred 
angle.  

3. Slide the ring through the 
goosenck as illu;strated above, 
until it meets the back of the 
phone holder.

4. Rotate clockwise until 
securely tightened. 
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